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Letters to the Editorpi
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slacks seem to be the answer to 
a maiden’s prayer, second only 
to a drive.

Of course guaranteed transpor
tation would solve all problems, 

ut without this happy solution, 
acks appear to be necessary to 

avoid a race of women propelled 
as the “pinicus-ites” of comic 
fame, women who have lost 
their legs due to frost-bite,

Can leotards seriously be con
sidered “subversive activity”—-or 
are they really worn to exclaim 
“vive la difference!”. Surely they 

akin to bathing suits

since the acceptance of this 
theory does not deny that God 
was the Creator of Life and of 
man’s soul, so essentially differ
ent from any other feature of 
nature.

We can benefit morally and 
materially from scientific pro
gress, but only if we use it to 
appreciate better the wonders of 
creation and of natural order, 
and not to destroy our spiritual 
life through unjustified pride.

Religion and Science
Sir: I would like to express my 

opinion on the part of the lecture,
“Charles Darwin: His Life and 
Times”, given by Mr. E. T. Peng- 
elley, concerning the position of 
uia Churches, and of religion in 
general, in relation to scientific 
>rogress.

The speaker, reading an article 
at the conclusion of the lecture, 
suggested that religion is opposed 
to scientific progress and should 
je replaced by a scientific system 
ruled by man.

Luckily for us, human needs 
are neither limited to cold, rigid 
scientific logic, nor to material 
wants, but also include a need for 
spiritual values which do not de
rive from science and have no 
links with it.

Scientific theories should be 
limited to the fields in which they 
can be proved and to the pur
poses for which they are devised: 
an ever improved knowledge of 
nature and practical applications 
for technological progress.

The speaker omitted to say 
that the Churches do not oppose “anything goes” in order to be 
the theory of evolution, when it warm. It is a long walk up the 
is limited to the field of science, hill in -10 degree weather, and
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1 should like to direct this to 
P.C.K. by means of your paper. 
(Editor’s note: See The Bruns- 
wickan, Feb. 24.)

It is unfortunate that he shoulc 
adopt such an unreasonable atti
tude to women in general, anc 
their choice in wearing appare 
in particular. The wearing o1: 
slacks to classes seems to be his 
special bugbear—or is it that he 
thinks his male superiority is be
ing challenged?

On these below zero days

now
A ALA (Association for the Ad
vancement of Leotards Alone.) 
You have everything to gain!

A Co-Ed.

SLABS IN’ EDGINGS
(Continued from page 2) 

Knights who wear the armor. If 
statements circulating here today 

true, then armer is a poor 
defence against this insidious 
foreign contrivance. The thing 
should be outlawed by all na
tions."

The Job Situation
areof the most fundamental features of Canadian life is the need 

for more trained manpower.
It’s one of the things on which most people agree.

__of prominence claiming that more people
to attend university. In additicm, there is a 

have to spend more public

One

Hardly a day
goes by without some man 
should have the chance
growing recognition by the tax-payer that, we 
funds on improving our educational facilities.

most vociferous champions of greater educational op- 
Seldom does he miss a chance to pay

V---

l avail- 
;nt was 
f local 
Union.

One of the

SKt — l wv W th.Yet this same fellow often acts as though he had never heard his
own words. . . ,

He is too frequently ready to let one of his fellows give the required
financial support to educational institutions The* “ «m ^"sÏÏfkesïen 
business does not bear its share of the burden. Still, its spokesmen 

“robbery” if the government decides to increase taxes to take up

ment a 
iger, a 
rers of 
of the scream 

the slack. Opportunities forA similar shortsightedness is often displayed in the hiring of uni
versity trained people for permanent and part-time work.

T„ Hmea nf nrosoeritv when the strain on the labor force is most 
acute, the businessman must pay unduly high wages to get his share o
C°11B«t,«llTOn*a°ddevelops, the 

for the summer months.
Won’t he ever learn that these savings are basically Ulusory . The 
people he won’t, hire in bad times are the ones he will need over t

And they’re going to be more expensive when the time is

3)

OFFICER CAREERS 
IN THE ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY

the naval University Liaison officer 
be made through your

Appointments to see 
may

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
very
long run.
right” to begin bargaining.

If the businessman ignored short-run tlueb“^regular basilhe 
cycle and hired students and graduates on a “°rethe he wèuld
would profit through a lower average wag • , taken ’on during
also reduce costly turnover in ^80”n£j’t£e {Qld when less consistent 
recessions are more inclined to remain .
cdmpetlto.s otter atu^ndOTS .al^ea^lnperlodBof b< from

tt=k:Z1„,£,e.«ptom,h. pone... But o».y U.. hu.lue..»» make 
the change. We, the students, can only hope he will.
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Puff after puff 
of smooth 
mild smokingY Naval Cadetships in the regular force are now 

available to selected undergraduates, providing 
subsidized continuing university education and 
leading to commissions in the Royal Canadian Navy 

immediately on graduation.
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